RoughinBox

™

•The only way to rough in
a wall mounted minisplit in
new construction or to the
studs rehab.
•Protects the lineset & cable
from damage and shields the
drain outlet from dirt & debris.
•Easy to install, easy to access,
easy to hook up.
•Saves time, saves money,
saves hassle.
•For wood or metal studs
at 16ⴖcenters.

Improved MODEL RBX3-MD-NC now includes an Extra Lineset Port
on bottom and accommodates vertical or horizontal condensate
discharge to suit highwall or height restricted applications.

Vertical drain for most
highwall applications,
showing bottom
access for lineset.

DIMENSIONS: 14ⴖWx 8ⴖHx 3.5ⴖD

Evaporator drain
hose connects directly
into drain outlet in box
using adaptor supplied.

Horizontal drain for
restricted height
applications over
doors and windows,
showing top access
for lineset.

Accommodates a concealed reservoir and/or condensate pump.
The Versatile Model RBX3-MD-NC replaces Model RBX1 and RBX2
and makes it easy to install a Wallmount Minisplit in any application!
Inc.

Patented

Multiple features make Minisplit installation
in new construction or rehab simple, quick and easy.
Protects lineset & cable and keeps drain outlet clean.
Fits perfectly between standard wood or metal studs at 16 ⴖcenters, while 3 1⁄ 2 ⴖdepth fits inside any standard wall cavity.
Generous lineset ports
Rounded edges on
One piece molded
include cover markings
lineset ports facilitate
construction is completely
to facilitate cutting
insertion of linesets
waterproof
and reduce sealant
and prevent insulation tearing
Adaptors supplied work
required while
perfectly with wood studs
accommodating larger
Optional wiring ports
and are easily adjustable
linesets and thicker insulation
accommodate
and pre-notched to facilitate
1⁄ 2 ⴖ and 3⁄4 ⴖcable and
installation into metal
include cable grip feature
studs as well

2 Faceplate
retainer clamps
as well as an
extra evaporator
bracket support
are included

Hinged faceplate with retainer clamps
provides easy access when roughing in
linesets and wiring, and protects
them during sheetrocking process

Fully reversible for LH
or RH installations
Includes 2 integral side
ports for optional side
entry of lineset

Backplate can easily be
removed to provide rear
access from another room
for maintenance, then
closed off with an optional
white plastic cover plate

Faceplate is removed when
evaporator is installed, and
can be used as a mounting bracket
for condensate pump & reservoir
(if required)

Provides closed off frame

1⁄ 2 ⴖ proud of stud surface

to facilitate sheetrocking

Linear drain pan
slope guarantees
complete drainage

Extra lineset port
provides easy access
for bottom entry linesets

Integral stress absorber reduces
cracking due to overtorque and
provides flexibility for small adjustments

Multiple fixing
holes for secure
fastening

Universal drain outlet accommodates downward discharge for highwall
applications or can easily & quickly be modified for horizontal discharge
in space restricted areas over doors & windows. Both configurations
end with 3⁄4 ⴖ MPT for easy connection to rigid PVC or copper pipe.

Evaporator drain hose
connects directly into drain
outlet in box using rubber
drain adaptor supplied.

PRECISION FABRICATION RESULTS IN PRECISION INSTALLATIONS, EVERY TIME!
Manufactured in an ISO 9001 certified facility under one or more of the following US patents:
9,841,209 B2, D 786,416 S, D 789,503 S, D 813,365 S.

Exclusive Master Distributor for the USA:
Inc.
P.O. Box 10330, New Brunswick, NJ 08906 USA
ph: 732-985-8226 • fax: 732-985-2134 • info@marketair.com
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